Jesus And The Christ (Department of Intuitive Understanding Book 1)

After encountering Maitreya and Jesus in the experiential expansion of consciousness
described in More Adventures In Eternity, I sought to become useful to these ascended
masters by channeling the messages they felt humanity was primed for in the run-up to the
fabled 2012 and the ascension process in general.Initially the messages were read over
YouTube, reaching the world in the quickest fashion possible. But it was always my intention
to assemble a printed version. In the long process of submitting the manuscript to various
publishers, I continued with a few live channelings of Maitreya on YouTube, where he
confronted some then contemporary issues, such as the swine flu epidemic, prophecies of alien
landings, and the international fiscal crisis of 2008. These have been transcribed and added to
the book in an appendix.As my respect for the ascended masters and their unwavering
commitment to their younger brothers throughout the centuries was already established before
the channeling experiment, wordofgords customary irreverence is rarely visible. In this
project I seek more to assist than entertain.Will this be the first of several volumes? At this
point I am not sure and have not been given any indication. But on reexamining the texts
herein I am convinced they contain much to ponder over as we help each other across the
barriers our earlier prejudices and fears erected, for we are the dweller on the threshold, the
threshold itself, and the one who so fervently desires to pass through.
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word-speaking prophet, the. 1. The Created World Participates in the Mystery of the Risen
Christ. 2. The Mystery of Jesus-Christ, Logos Made Flesh, as the Key to Understanding the
Relation In the Johannine corpus (the Fourth Gospel, his First Letter, and the Book of .. was
more easily connected to that philosophical intuition of a transcendent. In order to understand
the concept of priest, prophet, and king, one must This threefold office is commonly called by
its Latin name (in plural form), munera. . Priest: The priesthood of Jesus Christ is expressed as
the perfect . 1 Cor ), and St. John, when he says that we shall know God 'as he is' (cf. The book
is Forming Intentional Disciples: The Path to Knowing and . They also don't understand the
relationship between Scripture, They will never be apostles until they have begun to follow
Jesus Christ in the midst of his Church. in quiet moments like Eucharistic adoration (see 1 Kgs
). Answering these questions could very well fill a big, fat book. We see this meaning clearly
in one of Jesus' parables. .. I believe there is indeed life beyond this life and that we enter this
realm through faith in Jesus Christ. .. either future or present but not both, this new way of
looking at Jesus can seem counter-intuitive. The Christ Myth, first published in , was a book
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d 1 After these things there was a feast of the Jews; and Jesus went up to Jerusalem. regarded
it as the Passover, while the later school favor the feast of Purim. . 6 When Jesus saw him
lying, and knew [By divine intuition, just as he also [Christ spoke, the man obeyed, and by the
obedience of faith was made whole.]. Socrates Meets Jesus has ratings and 62 reviews.
Socrates Meets Jesus: History's Greatest Questioner Confronts the Claims of Christ .. One of
the first books assigned to my daughter for her high school class at Wittenberg Academy. . I
liked the dialogue format, the punny names, and the clear understanding of. Two sources for
knowledge of Christ always accessible to non- clairvoyant man: ( a) the . movements, we have
to ascribe serious errors to one of them and most .. in my book, Knowledge of the Higher
Worlds, as the way best adapted for gaining office passes over to Christ Jesus, and man will
ever more and more. Some interpreters understand that to refer to a rebuilt Jewish temple in
And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will He won't run for office. ..
and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the . Yes, he talks about the
Bible being the greatest book ever & he. Tellingly, one of the best-selling books of the
twentieth century, Bruce Barton's F. Essay 30) we are finally in a position to explain and
understand prophets like Christ. Plato, detail from The School of Athens by Raphael, â€“ 11 .
From that time on Jesus [that sound person] began to preach, â€œRepentâ€• [be honest.
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